2001 TOYOTA TACOMA (EWD440U)

- Power Source 4WD (w/o 2-4 Select SW)
- IGNITION SW
- 1 : w/o ABS
- 2 : w/o ABS
- 3 : 5VZ- FE
- 4 : 3RZ- FE
- 5 : w/o ADD
- 6 : w/o ADD
- 7 : w/o ADD
- 8 : w/o ADD

- DETECTION SW (Transfer Neutral Position)
- DETECTION SW (Transfer 4WD Position)

- From Engine Control Module <1 2-4><1 3-4>
- From ABS Actuator with ECU<16-4>
- From Rear Diff. Lock ECU<22-3>

- To Engine Control Module <4-8><5-8>

- SHORT CONNECTOR (ADD) BAS10 S11,